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Choppers
Finally! The world's most incredible motorcycles are given the
artful representation they deserve. The motorcycle should
have disappeared with the advent of the inexpensive
automobile, since Henry Ford's Model T usurped the
motorcycle's position as a primary form of utilitarian
transportation, but a funny thing happened on the way to
extinction - the motorcycle not only survived but thrived.
Enough people were enamored of the thrill and beauty of the
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two-wheeled mechanical beast to ensure it would continue to
exist indefinitely. And exist they have! Many of the
motorcycles manufactured over the past century truly fit the
description of "classic," and many consider these machines
works of art. Written by noted motorcycle author Patrick
Hahn, Classic Motorcycles presents the history of
motorcycling as told through the most significant, iconic,
classic motorcycles of all time, with both period photography
and modern portrait photography. All the best domestic and
international makes are represented here, from BMWs,
Indians, and Triumphs to Vincents, Ducatis, and HarleyDavidsons - the most classic models. You'll drool over the
1933 Matchless Silver Hawk. Each motorcycle was shot in a
studio setting using photographer Tom Loeser's light-painting
technique. Period ads and relevant historic photos and
documents are spread throughout the book to supplement the
portraits of the bikes, really evoking a sense of time and
place. Prepare to be in awe of the undeniably classic
motorcycles in this collection. It's the only motorcycle history
you'll need.

Advanced Custom Motorcycle Wiring
Bortles covers everything from basic prep work to advanced
finishing techniques. The techniques and processes can be
used on any type of motorcycle from a production road bike to
a custom chopper with extravagant bodywork. Among the
topics covered are bodywork preparation, paint selection and
preparation, a variety of painting techniques, and postapplication follow-up techniques to put the best finish on a
great paint job.

American Outlaw
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The Race of Gentlemen, Wildwood, New Jersey. 2015.

Proficient Motorcycling
'Discovering the Motorcycle'' is an extraordinary history of
motorcycling from 1867 to the present. Each of the 12
chapters of this remarkable 510 page book is devoted to a
major aspect of motorcycling; ranging from historical
discussions of the machines that lead the way to today's
modern sportsbikes, to vintage classics, choppers and
bobbers, off-road machines, cafe racers, touring bikes,
customs, a history of motorcycle racing, electric motorcycles,
the motorcycle's impact on society, and great motorcycle
museums. The book honors motorcycling's great makes, with
over 1,000 photographs and illustrations. A special chapter is
devoted to the four-hundred-year history of the engine. This
book is an ideal addition to any motorsport enthusiast's
library, and makes a perfect gift for the motorcycle enthusiast.

The Ride 2nd Gear Rebel Edition
Back in 2010, a new custom motorcycles scene was born in
Europe. Hugo Jézégabel and Fred Jourden both decided to
quit their salaried lives, Hugo as a landscape designer and
Fred as head of marketing for an online company by day and
a mechanic by night. Together they created the Paris-based
garage 'Blitz Motorcycles', dreaming of building beautiful and
unique custom motorcycles only upon commission. This book
charts their journey and incarnates their global philosophy.
Featuring the most iconic pictures of their adventure, it
reveals both the motorcycles they've built and the road trips
they've undertaken, amid the backdrop of the most incredible
scenery Europe has to offer.
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The Art of the Racing Motorcycle
Strip it of anything not needed for speed, power, and striking
looks, then drape it in rich colors and chromeQand suddenly
a motorcycle becomes a chopper. What was once considered
an outlaw ride has now become a luxury item and a
mainstream obsession. "Choppers: Heavy Metal Art" explores
the many styles of choppers and bobbers and the builders
behind them. 0-7603-2053-5$40.00 / MBI Publishing

Across America by Motor-cycle
Hodaka Motorcycles
Change your life, buy a bike. Become a part of the motorcycle
family. Live to ride, ride to live. You were born free!

The Build
Because asphalt is not enough--experience the HarleyDavidson lifestyle close up, which will also take you on the
beach, the ice, or on steep walls An informative book about
the motorcycle brand that is also a plea for freedom (not just)
on two wheels

The Current
A comprehensive step-by-step introduction to planning,
building, and fettling a custom motorcycle. How to Build a
Motorcycle leads you through all the key stages--from initially
finding the right project for your skill level, to sourcing a base
bike and safely taking on some full-on bike-building tasks.
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With clear, easy-to-follow instructions, proper advice, and
specially commissioned step-by-step illustrations throughout it
is an ideal aid to getting your hands oily.

All I needed to know about projects, I learned as a
kid shoveling snow
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with
her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places
she's always known. She also sees a community that is
rapidly changing around her"--

My Papi Has a Motorcycle
Ever since Max Friz first mounted his innovative M2B32
opposed-twin engine in a motorcycle frame in 1923, the
history of BMW motorcycles has been defined by a constant
and relentless quest for perfection. In the 95 years that have
followed, the company has created the most innovative and
technologically advanced motorcycles produced anywhere on
earth. BMW has earned a reputation for not doing things the
way everyone else does, but its motorcycles aren’t different
simply for the sake of being different. Each distinctive feature
represents a brilliant and elegant solution to a real problem,
leading BMW to be the first company to introduce many of the
features that were later adopted by other manufacturers. But
there’s more to a BMW motorcycle than innovation and
technology—there’s also art. And as beautiful as the bikes are
in their totality, they may be even more so when broken down
into their individual details. This book captures the elegance
of these amazing machines, both in their details and in the
sum of their parts, through the masterful photography of
Henry von Wartenberg and writing of author Peter Gantriis.
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The Art of BMW: Ninety Years of Motorcycling Excellence
features the Peter Nettesheim collection, one of the world’s
premier collections of BMW motorcycles. These wonderfully
restored pieces exemplify the design and engineering
prowess that have defined the BMW motorcycle tradition for
almost a century. DIVPhotographer bio: Henry von
Wartenberg was born in Mar del Plata, Argentina, in 1967 and
has been a professional photographer since 1990. He worked
as a photojournalist for Gente magazine for nine years before
opening his own office near Buenos Aires in 1999. He has
worked for many companies and publishers in Argentina and
overseas, including Geographic Adventure magazine. With
his publishing firm, Triple Ve Editores, he has also published
several books of his photography: Red Deer-Stag Hunting in
ArgentinaM, iMotos Clasicas en Argentina/i, iThe Best of
Argentine Polo/i, and iBuenos Aires in Stone and Bronze/i.
Henry lives in Tigre, Argentina, with his wife and two
daughters. You can visit his website at
www.henryvonwartenberg.com.div /divdivAuthor bio:/divdiv
/divdivPeter Gantriis is founder and president of RPM
Research LLC, a market research and consulting firm that
works with the world’s leading automotive and powersports
manufacturers. Peter earned an MBA from the University of
Minnesota. He is an avid motorcycle enthusiast and lives in
Mahtomedi, Minnesota./div/divp

How To Paint Your Motorcycle
Pack light and get on your bike. Ride with friends on a
weekend trip or for the long haul. Experience the most
exciting motorcycle road trips in the world.

The Drive
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A wise man once said that cars move the body, but
motorcycles move the soul. If you love motorcycles, you will
understand the thrill of weaving in the fluid motion that only
two wheels and a responsive engine can give. Of being on a
fabulous road, with the warmth of the sun on your body, and
the wind gently tugging at your clothes. Now imagine that you
have built the bike of your dreams can you see it, hear it, feel
it?Custom Rides is not only full of amazing photographs of
gorgeous bikes, it also provides an insight into the mind of
some of the world's finest bike designers and builders, and
the tools and equipment they use to get such special results.
So settle down and enjoy the ride, as you feast your eyes and
eat your heart out for all the beautiful bikes featured in this
book.

Life Is a Wheel
Presents chronologically arranged profiles of over fifty classic
racing motorcycles, including studio photographs, archival
images, and essays on the technological developments that
led to the creation of these machines.

Discovering the Motorcycle
168 page full color documented look at some of the custom
motorcycles that came out of the doors of Dynamic Choppers,
full and double page spread of more than 100 one off custom
builds

Cafe Racers
"Across America by Motor-cycle" by C. K. Shepherd.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
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range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or
yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

Custom Motorcycles: Choppers, Bobbers, Baggers
Hodaka motorcycles were some of the most creatively
marketed and designed motorcycles in America. The bike of
choice for the hip young racer, the street-savvy urbanite, or
the 14-year-old boy's favorite poster, these machines had
colorful logos, creative advertising and terrific names. The
Combat Wombat, Road Toad, Dirt Squirt and the fantastic
Super Rat are just a few of the models produced by Hodaka.
More than 15 years in the making, this exhaustivelyresearched tome contains all the details about the machines
as well as a treasure trove of photographs, advertisements,
and graphics. Written by Ken Smith, the editor of VMX
Magazine, and created with the help of Paul Stannard of
Strictly Hodaka and many of the people who designed and
sold Hodakas back in the day, this book is a captivating,
colorful look at one of the wildest, most popular motorcycles
of the 1960s and 1970s.

The Ride
"Based on his popular series in the New York Times
chronicling his cross-country bicycle trip, bestselling author
Bruce Weber shares his adventures from his solo ride across
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the USA. Riding a bicycle across the US is one of those
bucket-list goals that many dream about but few achieve.
Bestselling author and New York Times reporter Bruce Weber
made the trip, solo, over the summer and fall of 2011--at the
age of fifty-seven. Expanding upon his popular series
published in The New York Times, Life Is a Wheel is the witty
and inspiring account of his journey, where he extols the
pleasures of cycling and reflects on what happened on his
adventure, in the world, in the country, and in his life. The
story begins on the Oregon coast with a middle-aged man
wondering what he's gotten himself into and ends in triumph
on the George Washington Bridge, wondering how soon he
might try it again. Part travelogue, part memoir, part paean to
the bicycle as a simple and elegant mode of both mobility and
self-expression--and part wry and panicky account of a fiftyseven-year-old man's attempt to stave off mortality--Life Is a
Wheel is an elegant and entertaining escape for any armchair
traveler"--

A Life in Motorcycles
Shows you techniques on how to develop real world skills for
speed, safety and confidence on the street and track.

Gravity's Rainbow
Triumph Motorcycles in America
Before choppers, there was the bobber. When Americanbrand motorcycle owners needed to change their rear tires
decades ago, the rear fender featured a hinge near its center
that would flip up to make room for the tire to be removed. At
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some point ,an enterprising rider decided to permanently
remove the hinged rear portion of the fender - shortening the
fender like the "bobbed" hair cuts popular during those days or so the theory goes. The tradition of stripping down to a
bike's bare essence and celebrating its simpler forms making a bobber - was begun. As these lean, mean machines
come roaring back onto the scene in a big way, this book
offers a look at where the bobber came from, where it’s
going, and what it’s about. With over 200 exclusive
photographs of the most cutting-edge bobbers, biographies of
the men and women who build them, and inside stories on
top shops like Indian Larry, Von Dutch Kustoms, Orange
County Choppers, Arlen Ness, Mitch Bergeron, and more.
This book captures the rebel spirit of the ultimate custom bike
as never before. Publisher's Note: This edition includes a
poster on the reverse of the book's jacket.

The Complete Book of BMW Motorcycles
The urge has found you daydreaming more than once. The
urge to define, bend, shape, fabricate, invent, shove, break.
To slide your leg over the seat you finally got back from the
leather shop. To twist back the throttle grip you wrapped
yourself. To lunge into the darkness of an open highway on a
creation all your own. More than a motorcycle, this is about
your identity. It's about building something as unique as you
are. In The Build, Robert Hoekman Jr compiles insights from
today's best builders to help you plot out your own beautiful
beast. Loaded with photos, The Build features firsthand
advice from the masters of moto design, including John
Ryland (Classified Moto), Alan Stulberg (Revival Cycles),
Jared Johnson (Holiday Customs), Jarrod DelPrado (DP
Customs), and the legendary Max Hazan (Hazan
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Motorworks). You've seen what can be done. It's time to do it
yourself. Get The Build.

Ride Out!
DIVA photographic chronology of some of the fastest, most
stylish, and most individualized bikes in motorcycling
history./divDIV /divDIVOriginally used as a slur against riders
who used hopped-up motorcycles to travel from one transport
café to another, “café racer” describes a bike genre that first
became popular in 1960s British rocker subculture—although
the motorcycles were also common in Italy, France, and other
European countries. The rebellious rock-and-roll
counterculture is what first inspired these fast, personalized,
and distinctive bikes, with their owners often racing down
public roads in excess of 100 miles per hour (“ton up,” in
British slang), leading to their public branding as “ton-up
boys.” Café Racers traces café racer motorcycles from their
origins in the mid-twentieth century all the way into modern
times, where the style has made a recent comeback in North
America and Europe alike, through the museum-quality
portraiture of top motorcycle photographer Michael Lichter
and the text of motorcycle culture expert Paul d’Orléans.
Chronologically illustrated with fascinating historical
photography, the book travels through the numerous evermorphing and unique eras of these nimble, lean, light, and
head-turning machines. Café Racers visually celebrates a
motorcycle riding culture as complex as the vast array of
bikes within it./div

Art of the Bobber
If you love motorcycles and are interested in buying, fixing
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and flipping them for fun and profit this book is for you. If you
want to experience a taste of growing up in NE Pennsylvania
in the 70's, look no further. If you are looking to have all your
problems solved, find the meaning of life and enjoy health,
wealth and prosperity while living happily ever after, you'll
have to wait for his next book.

How to Build a Motorcycle
The chopper is quintessentially American and, since Easy
Rider, has embodied the American dream. This book tells the
true story of the most rebellious of all motorcycles. The
chopper is a quintessentially American invention, rivaling jazz
and abstract exp

The Race of Gentlemen
Drive different! Instant acceleration, no noise, no grease and
no pollution. The Current features the most radical vehicles
and pioneers of the electric revolution. Ride, enjoy, charge,
repeat!

Sport Riding Techniques
This is a comprehensive, visual history of the motorcycles
from Britain that were bred in the US and Canada. Tuck in
with Triumph Motorcycles in America and get ready for the
ride of a lifetime. Triumphs have been part of North America’s
motorcycling soul since long before World War II. Born in
Britain but bred in the US and Canada, Triumph’s iconic
models—Bonneville, Trophy, Thunderbird, Daytona, Tiger,
Speed Twin, Speed Triple, and Rocket III—resonate deeply
with enthusiasts who love their style, sound, performance,
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and undeniable coolness. It’s not coincidental that Triumph
was Steve McQueen’s favorite ride. Triumph Motorcycles in
America is packed with thorough, entertaining text, plus
hundreds of historical images, most of them in color and
never before published. This incredible volume of history and
culture was written by award-winning professional journalist
and lifelong Triumph fanatic Lindsay Brooke, with a foreword
by America’s favorite “Triumph guy,” Peter Egan. Don't think
twice about it, Triumph Motorcycles in America is a musthave for every fan of Britain’s most legendary bike brand.

The Harley-Davidson Book
Head out for adventure on the unpaved back roads of
America with Nick Legan’s complete guide to gravel grinders
and bikepacking! Gravel cycling is a glorious return to the
purest roots of two-wheeled adventure. From farm roads and
miners’ paths to the high passes of the Rockies and the Alps,
gravel cycling and bikepacking will set you free to explore,
enjoy, persevere, and discover. Escape the traffic and ride
unpaved with Nick Legan’s GRAVEL CYCLING: The
Complete Guide to Gravel Racing and Adventure
Bikepacking. In this ground-breaking guide, accomplished
gravel cyclist Nick Legan shares everything you need to know
to enjoy gravel cycling and bikepacking. Drawing on
interviews with top gravel junkies and his own hard-won
knowledge from countless backcountry miles, Legan covers
all the gear, bike setup, riding tips, course previews, and
outfitting strategies you need to enjoy gravel cycling with
confidence. He profiles 18 favorite one-day gravel races and
8 epic multi-day bikepacking adventure routes. Legan shares
colorful stories of the origins of gravel cycling in North
America and its rapid spread to Europe, Asia, and South
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America. Best of all, this full-color guide is packed with more
than 350 gorgeous photographs from beautiful rides that will
inspire you to seek out dirt and gravel roads near you. Legan
brings his experience as a ProTour bike mechanic to this
guide, offering detailed data on bike setup, gear selection,
and how to build your own dream gravel bike. He shares
crucial ride-saving tips and smart ways to make sure you’ll
enjoy every moment. Over one-third of the roads in the U.S.
are unpaved, which means you can enjoy the roads less
travelled at the perfect pace to soak up new vistas and
valleys, canyons and creeks—or push the pace over an epic
day with fast friends. From gear to racing, route planning to
camping—the wild ride of a lifetime awaits you in GRAVEL
CYCLING. Gravel grinders Includes complete profiles, tips,
and gear set-up for favorite gravel races and events:
Almanzo, Barry-Roubaix, Crusher in the Tushar, Deerfield
Dirt Road Randonnée, Dirty Kanza, Dirty Reiver,
Grasshopper, Gravel Fondo, Gravel Roc, Gravel Worlds,
Great Otway, Grinduro, La Gravel66, La Résistance, Land
Run, Pirinexus 360, Rebecca’s Private Idaho, Trans Iowa.
Bikepacking Offers route guides to favorite multi-day
bikepacking routes: The Arizona Trail, The Colorado Trail,
Denali Highway, Great Allegheny Passage and C&O
Towpath, Great Divide Mountain Bike Route, Katy Trail,
Oregon Outback, and Trans North California.

Victory Motorcycles 1998-2017
This best-selling book is also “#1 book in motorcycle safety”
(Nielsen BookScan) and essential reading for all motorcyclists
regardless of their years of experience. Author David L.
Hough, a revered motorcycle author, columnist, and ridingsafety consultant, lays out a clear course for all riders who
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want to sharpen their handling skills and improve their rides.
This second edition, expanded and now in full color, offers
new riders and road warriors the exact kind of advice they
need to be prepared for anything when on the road, how to
avoid accidents, and how to handle the unexpected. Hough,
who began motorcycling in the 1960s, tackles every
imaginable topic—from the mechanics of the bike, selection of
the right-sized bike, and basic riding skills to night riding,
group outings, and advanced survival tactics. In the chapter
called “Motorcycle Dynamics,” Hough spells out the
equipment needed and basic skills required to control a bike,
and specifically keeping the rider’s safety and ability to avoid
potentially injurious or fatal crashes. The author is outspoken
and direct when it comes to safety, and he emphasizes the
importance of the rider’s braking abilities and spells out how
to improve them. The chapter offers six tried-and-true
techniques for quick-stop tactics, critical for every rider to
understand and master. He also addresses other vital skills
that riders need to evaluate and improve, such as turning,
maintaining balance and stability, and steering. He defines,
compares, and analyzes the ins and outs of steering and
control: direct steering, countersteering, push steering, outtracking, coning, u-turns, and directional control. The chapter
called “Cornering Habits” is a virtual master class in
acceleration, deceleration, use of weight, throttle, leaning,
and handling challenging terrain. Hough’s skill as a
photographer and illustrator adds a graphic element to his
books that leads to immediate understanding of the concepts
he explains. The detail offered in each section of the book
can only come from decades on the road, and the author is
the consummate instructor, assigning homework to the
readers in the form of exercises to practice and improve
specific techniques that he outlines and illustrates in the text.
Any rider who would venture out on the road without David
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Hough’s voice in his head takes an unnecessary risk with his
own life. Proficient Motorcycling takes riders from long,
snaking country roads right into the traffic of the big city, and
Hough offers the best advice for riders dealing with the most
challenging conditions, whether it’s road construction, snapjawed intersections, skateboarders, or suddenly slippery road
surfaces. A critical section of the book offers riders advice on
how to deal with automobiles, including aggressive car
drivers, oblivious SUV drivers, or “blind” truck drivers. The
book offers the kind of first-hand experience that can literally
save riders’ lives, as illustrated in the chapters “Booby Traps”
and “Special Situations,” which offer evasive tactics and
advice to avoid and handle everything from slick surfaces,
curbs, and construction plates to ferocious dogs, hazardous
wildlife, and difficult weather conditions. The final chapter of
the book, “Sharing the Ride,” is geared toward experienced
riders who travel together in groups or who travel with a
second passenger on the bike. Topics covered are formation,
packing for trips, communication between riders, sidecars,
trikes, and more. The book concludes with a resources
section of organizations, training schools, educational tools,
and websites; a glossary of 80+ terms; and a complete index.

The Chopper
The motorcycle is back! Similar to the fresh contemporary
scene that has established itself around bicycles in the last
few years, the motorcycle is currently undergoing an aesthetic
rebirth. A young subculture worldwide is discovering the
motorcycle as an expression of its personality and creativity.
The Ride explores motorcycle riding as it is meant to be: as a
means of getting around with attitude, as an extension of
one's own body, as an expression of personal freedom, but
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also as a significant challenge to technical expertise,
craftsmanship, physics, discipline, and driving skill. In the
motorcycle scene of 1960s Britain, it was frowned upon to
drive a motorcycle as it was produced in a factory. Following
in this historical tradition, The Ride focuses on those who are
creating customized motorcycles that come as close to one's
own vision of how pure riding should be as possible. For
example, the creative young people who are buying old,
wrecked bikes on eBay, removing everything but the motor
and frame, and then rebuilding them in ways that are as
radical and subversively creative as they are knowledgeable
and respectful of tradition. The archetypes of the new
motorcycles created in this way--classic board racers,
bobbers, café racers, and choppers--may very well be 30-50
or even 80 years old, but what is made out of them is new,
not retro. Decked out with state-of-the-art disk brakes, LED
lights, gears, and drive components, these machines are
more agile, faster, more radical, and therefore more fun than
anything produced in the past. The Ride features
transformations such as a boring plastic motorcycle made in
Japan in the 1990s turned into a slick café racer with an
Italian feel, a soulless neo-baroque machine turned into an inyour-face scrambler, or an old find from grandpa's barn
turned into a absolutely comfort-free hardtail with the coolest
of sounds. The book also presents small, local custom
motorcycle workshops from around the globe that have
established themselves with sought-after products that inspire
other builders worldwide. It features extensive profiles of
pioneers including Walt Siegl, Wrenchmonkees, DP Customs,
Cole Foster, Deus, Shinya Kimura, Ian Barry, and Uwe
Ehinger and their very different ideas of how a motorcycle
should be. The unique bikes created in their
garages--sometimes made-to-order, sometimes in a limited
series--are often technically superior, better thought-out, and
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simply more radical than those produced by larger
manufacturers who need to appeal to a broader audience.
The spirit of this young motorcycle scene is reminiscent of
that of current bike frame builders or even today's new food
subculture. It's about making, transforming, or designing
something with your own hands. In this case, something that
will get a person from A to B, that makes noise, smells,
vibrates, and comes to life. What could be more exciting,
more analog, and more satisfying?

S&S Cycle Presents Today's Top Custom Bike
Builders
The one job that even the best mechanics avoid is wiring.
Those worries are now over with help from the revised edition
of "Advanced Custom Motorcycle Wiring." This book uses
Chapter One to cover the basics of DC electricity and Chapter
Two to explain batteries, starters, and alternators. It goes on
to cover the schematics and factory harnesses for both early
and late-model Harley-Davidsons. Jeff Zielinski, owner of
NAMZ Custom Cycle Products and wiring harness and
component designer, is the author of this revised Motorcycle
Wiring book. In addition to a discussion of factory HarleyDavidson wiring harnesses, Jeff describes at length the
various harness options available to a person building a
custom bike. Is it better to build a harness from scratch, or
install a ready-made harness kit? What's the easiest way to
route all those wires through the top frame tube and the
handle bars? These questions and many more are answered
in this book. Inside you will find over 350 color photos and
wiring illustrations spread across 144 pages. Everything from
basic chopper wiring diagrams and schematics to complex
factory schematics - as well as a complete, start-to-finish
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harness install sequence.

Custom Revolution
[] it didn’t matter, because one word, “sure” in the context of
motorcycle ownership, gave Pete permission to buy one. All
he had to do now was earn the money. [] When Ms.
Strickland answered the door she looked at the stoop and
noticed that it had been shoveled. Since they were both
holding shovels, the first thing she said in a rhetorical tone
was “Did you guys do that? Thank you!” Before they could
get a word out, she continued with “I guess you are here to
shovel my drive! Or did you do that too and now you want
your money?” Without missing a beat, Mel replied, “Yup!
Twenty bucks!” In a scolding almost frantic tone she replied
with, “Well I’m not paying. I have the lawn service under
contract. Not very smart business boys. You can’t just ask
people to pay for a service they didn’t request!” Pete just
stood there in shock when Mel said, “OK, we’ll put it back.”
She paused for a moment with a look of horror on her face
until she realized Mel was joking and started laughing. She
said “I’m sorry boys, but I’m already committed.” Mel replied,
“That’s OK, we understand.” As they were walking toward the
next house, they heard Ms. Strickland’s door open and she
started yelling, “Boys!? Boys!? Wait!” Mel and Pete
exchanged glances wondering what now? “Come back! I
changed my mind! You can shovel my drive!” Pete jokingly
said to Mel, “It looks like we’re both gonna make $20 on this
drive since our price just doubled!”

Born Free
The Complete Book of BMW Motorcycles offers a thorough
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year-by-year guide to every production machine ever built by
Germany’s leading motorcycle manufacturer. From the first
model, the 1923 R32 that launched BMW's motorcycle
dynasty, to the latest (and fastest) superbike, the S1000RR,
this book captures nearly a century of motorcycling
excellence in a combination of historic and contemporary
photos. Technical specs are provided for each model. This
comprehensive review covers all of BMW's bike families: The
side-valve machines from the early years The early overheadvalve performance bikes The modern Airheads and Oilheads
The four-cylinder and six-cylinder touring bikes The early
pushrod singles The modern overhead-cam singles The latest
parallel twins, and inline-four cylinder sport bikes Among
them, you'll find all the classic bikes—pre-World War II BMWs
like the R5 that defined performance in that era; the military
R12 that carried the Wehrmacht as it blitzkrieged its way
across Europe; the Earles-forked R69S that offered the
perfect platform for mounting a Steib sidecar; the R90S café
racer; the K1 “flying brick”; and the GS (Gelände Sport)
series that launched a dual-sport revolution right up to
today’s world-class S100RR and retro-inspired R nine T. Like
the other titles in Motorbooks' Complete Book series, this
guide to BMW's motorcycle output offers the most complete
reference to the subject available.

The Custom Motorcycles of Dynamic Choppers
Handcrafted, radical, and subversive, these custom cars are
designed and made by a small number of specialists

Blitz Motorcycles
Exhibition catalog for the 2018 Motorcycle Arts Foundation
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exhibit 'Custom Revolution', of 21st Century custom
motorcycles, at the Petersen Automotive Museum in Los
Angeles. Curated by Paul d'Orléans,

Gravel Cycling
Men and motorcycles: a story that has vacillated somewhere
between cult and cliche for years. Custom bikes, in particular,
have a history that is deeply rooted in the spirit of freedom
and change of the 1960s, as well as man's primal urge to
build something with his own hands--or, in this case, tools.
The Ride 2nd Gear is a showcase of the power and beauty of
these bikes. The Ride 2nd Gear presents a stunning selection
of recent custom motorcycles, as well as the small, local
workshops around the globe in which they are built. Hotbeds
of creativity and craftsmanship, these workshops are mostly
run by single individuals and attract a small yet devoted
community of fans and fellow builders. The custom bike
community as a whole is united by its passion for the
ride--one so strong that it is now attracting a younger
generation. Whether alone or in a group of like-minded
friends, in a city or in the countryside, just for the weekend or
embarking on a long-distance road trip, these drivers are
actively sharing and celebrating pure riding pleasure on their
own unique motorcycles that are lovingly crafted with time,
dedication, and technical expertise. From limited series to oneoffs, The Ride 2nd Gear features the brilliant results of this
process. Its pages are filled with bikes that offer extraordinary
design and driving experiences. In fact, established brands
are now acting on trends set by the custom scene whose
bikes are often more radical and sophisticated because more
attention can be paid to detail and each new idea can be finetuned to perfection. Some models shown in The Ride 2nd
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Gear stem from or are based on classic bobbers and
choppers, Italian-style racing machines, plastic Japanese
motorcycles, and rare BMWs or Triumphs, which may very
well be up to 80 years old. Others are art bikes made for
show or futuristic visions inspired by the aesthetics of science
fiction, fantasy, or anime. But whether they preserve or
radically expand on traditional craftsmanship, these custom
machines are more agile, faster, and therefore more fun than
anything produced in the past. Journalist and custom
motorcycle expert Chris Hunter co-edited both this book and
our previous release The Ride. Born in England, Hunter now
lives with his family in New Zealand, where he runs the
motorcycle website Bike EXIF. It is now the world's most
popular showcase of custom bikes with millions of pageviews
every month and a passionate global following.

The Art of BMW
With the 1998 debut of its V92C, Victory Motorcycles became
the New American Motorcycle. Victory's innovative, stylish
heavyweight cruiser motorcycles attracted a loyal, hard-riding
following, but not the market share needed to survive. This
richly illustrated book covers the brand's history model-bymodel and analyzes why the parent company announced in
early 2017 that its Victory division would cease operation.
This book also features a full reprint of the collectible first
Victory history from 1998, The Victory Motorcycle.

Custom Rides
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A screaming
comes across the sky. . .” A few months after the Germans’
secret V-2 rocket bombs begin falling on London, British
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Intelligence discovers that a map of the city pinpointing the
sexual conquests of one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S.
Army, corresponds identically to a map showing the V-2
impact sites. The implications of this discovery will launch
Slothrop on an amazing journey across war-torn Europe,
fleeing an international cabal of military-industrial
superpowers, in search of the mysterious Rocket 00000,
through a wildly comic extravaganza that has been hailed in
The New Republic as “the most profound and accomplished
American novel since the end of World War II.”

Classic Motorcycles
The New York Times bestselling self-portrait of a flawed but
determined Jesse James: rebel, outlaw, gearhead, artist,
entrepreneur, lost son, and fiercely committed father. Jesse
James is everything you imagined him to be—and more than
you ever expected. He has led a violent life. He’s survived
lower depths, faced harder times, and beaten down more
private demons than most—and lived to tell his story with
honesty, introspection, and humility. He’s tough as nails and
riding hard through life, with plenty of wisdom to share about
taking a hit and coming back up. In American Outlaw, Jesse
reveals all: from his volatile upbringing and troubled
relationship with his father to his wild days of car thieving and
juvenile detention; from knocking heads as a rock ’n’ roll
bodyguard to his destructive drinking and barroom brawling;
from building an empire from the ground up to marriages
marked with both happiness and gut-wrenching pain; from
living inside the hottest level of paparazzi hell to rehab and
making peace with his past.
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